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The INSPIRE directive (EC 2007) obligates all EU member states to support and
contribute to a common Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) (Nebert 2004) for Europe that
provides integrated geospatial information services. These services should rely mostly
on existing geospatial data sources, without significant collection of new data and reengineering of already established databases (INSPIRE 2004). These sources have
heterogeneous data models (schemas), which makes them hard to integrate. The schema
transformation across various systems is hampered by differences in terminology and
conceptualization, particularly when multiple information communities are involved
(Schade 2010). The INSPIRE directive stresses the need to address this lack of
harmonization between various geospatial datasets and the difficulty in using such
datasets. INSPIRE suggests common schemas to be followed, but the major problem is
how to make the existing data sources compatible with INSPIRE Data Specifications
(INSPIRE 2009). Manual mapping from national data models to INSPIRE schemas is
tedious and error prone. To automate this task, services are required that can transform
datasets from one schema to another to be able to talk to each other (INSPIRE 2008).
The transformation process involves matching of source and target schema elements,
generation of schema transformation rules, execution of the rules on source data sets,
and delivery of the desired data set to the user (Chunyuan 2010, forthcoming). Dealing
with schema transformation requires knowledge of involved schemas, underlying
standards (such as the ISO 19100 series (ISO 2001)), used conceptual schema languages
(such as UML (Rumbaugh 1999)), basic SDI concepts, and much more. In addition,
novel approaches, such as the use of ontologies, start providing successive approaches
in semantic interoperability and semantic matchmaking (Schade 2010). In summary, it
requires well educated experts. With INSPIRE becoming reality, education and training
on schema transformation and related notions is a major challenge today.
During the last years, we completed two study projects on schema transformation in
INSPIRE at the Institute for Geoinformatics (IFGI), Münster. Diploma, Bachelor, and
Master students in Geoinformatics were addressed. In a first phase, the participants
studied existing schema transformation solutions. Our survey covered Feature
Manipulation Engine (FME) (Safe Software 2008), GoPublisher (Snowflake Software
2008), Spatial Data Integrator (Camp to Camp 2008), and GeoXSLT (Klausen 2006). A
brief summary of the results is given below (Table 1).

GML support

FME
in-built

GeoPublisher
in-built

Spatial Data Integrator
GeoXSLT
in-built
Possible, but
must be user
defined
not included
not included

Service

WFS

WFS

GUI

sophisticated,
graph-based

table-based

sophisticated,
graph-based

not included

Rule support

more then 600
operators inbuilt, user may
add self-defined
operators

simple filters inbuilt, userdefined rules
can be added
using XSLT or
Java code

many operators
in-built, user
may add selfdefined
operators
(using Java)

standard XSLT
operations with
extensions to
include spatial
processing from
the GeoTools
library

Software

commercial

commercial

open source

open source

Comment

use of the GUI
has steep
learning curve

table-based
GUI has quite
steep learning
curve, hard to
include own
operators

already not
performing well
with small data
sets

generation of
XSLT code
inconvenient in
general

Table 1: Comparison of existing schema mapping tools (Chunyuan 2010, forthcoming).

In a second phase, the students proposed an approach to perform schema transformation
on expert-level and non-expert level. Focus groups were built in order to work on the
architecture, concrete schema mapping rules, metadata issues, and use of ontologies. A
summary of the results has been published (Beckmann 2009). In the third phase, we
iterated over the architectural developments and the implementation.
We implemented the suggested approach to perform schema transformation in the
context of two use cases. We translated data from a common German data model for
roads (part of ATKIS (AdV 2002)) and from a data model for forest roads (NavLog
2005) to the INSPIRE Data Specification for Transport Networks (INSPIRE 2009b).
Both projects, the first covering phases one and two, and the second basically iterating
over the suggested approach, were evaluated using the common schema of the
University of Münster. In general, the projects were very well acknowledged by all
participants. The practical relevance of the topic and qualifications for possible future
employments motivated high commitment. Apart from example INSPIRE data sets and
two publications (Beckmann 2009, Chunyuan 2010, forthcoming); the project also
improved the participants' technical and soft skills. Seven theses (one diploma and six
master theses) followed after the projects were completed.
Skills in schema transformation are highly required in the INSPIRE context, both on
practical and theoretical level. With the organization of these two projects we
contributed to capacity building and we hope that more projects will follow.
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